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Two-dimensional interpolation • of irregul_lrly spaced data usinp: Polynomial a.^)lines 

J.C. Dooley

Bureau of Nineral Resources, Geology and Geaohysics, Canberra, Australia

ABSTRACT •

A method has been developed for interpolating field data specified

at irregularly spaced points over an area, such as is often the case with

geophysical observations. The area is divided into triangles, of which the

data points form the vertices. The interpolating function consists of a

polynomial within each triangle. Across the boundary of each adjacent pair

of triangles, the values Of the polynomials and their derivatives to a

prescribed degree are matched. Third degree • polynomials permit matching of

firstderivatives, and fifth degree polynomials are required for matching

second'. derivatives. Boundary conditions may be imposed on the derivatives, and

'equations may be introduced to improve the smoothness of the interpolating

function.

• The analytical nature of the function 1 -,ermits certain maniTplations,

1^for example calculation of directions of rays and intersection points in

refraction seismology. The function could also be. used for automatic contouring.

INTRODUCTION

Since about 1960 polynomial spline functions have been used

successfully for interpolation of data specified at points spaced regularly

or irregularly along a line (see e.g. Ahlberg, Nilson and Walsh, 1967). The

most commonly used form consists of a different cubic Polynomial in each

interval with continuous first and second derivatives at the data points

or nodes; the third derivative may be discontinuous at the nodes.

1
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In extending splines to two dimensions, most attention has

been devoted to data secified at points forming a rectangular grid

(e.g. Ahlberg et al, loc cit; Bhattacharya, 1969). BicUbic polynomials were

used in each rectangle; first derivatives and some but not all

second derivatives were continuous at the nodes and edges of the rectangles..

Hessing et al (1972) extended bicubic interpolation to irregularly spaced data

by drawing lines through the data points to form quadrangles; extra points are

needed at some intersections of these lines in order to complete the quadrangles,

and values were calculated from neighbouring data for these points before

beginning the interpolation.
••■

Briggs (1974) developed a method for contouring irregularly

, 2spaced data, based on minimizing the curvature f kcr S) 2 of the spline function;

this is equivalent to putting N7
,/-1-
S = 0 everywhere except at the nodes.

Any finite set of points in the plane can be connected by a mesh

of which each element is a triangle', the points form the vertices of these

triangles, and no additional intersecting points are introduced by crossing

edges. Th1s . suggests interpolation by a spline function defined as a polynomial in

each triangle. Hall (1969) divided a rectangular mesh into triangles by

diagonals, and showed that bicubic polynomials could not be Used for a second

order spline 'functions on this mesh. Splines based on a triangular- mesa have

been used for approximating the solutions of certain differential equations, e.g.

by Birkhoff and Nansfield (1974), who give references to previous work. some of

these splines use certain rational functions as well as tricubic polynomials

(i.e. a polynomial which is cubic on the edges of the triangle).

In the following, we investigate the use of polynomial spline' functions

on a triangular mesh to interpolate irregularly spaced data, giving globally

continuous derivatives to first or second order..
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STATi•iaT OF THE PROBLEM .

Let (x, y) be coordinates in a Cartesian system in the plane.

Let^y1 : i_= 1,^be data points,..at . each of which a number .gi

is specified. We require a function S(x, y) with continuous derivatives .to

order 1 (i.e. Se e) such that
S(x., y.) = g., i = 1, ...V^(1)

We .seek a solution by joining -aairs of the y points by , E non-intersOctinz.

line intervals which form the edges of T triangles. In each triangle

(j = 1 ) ....T), we put

S(x-, y) =^(x,y)^(2)

where.P - is a polynomial in x and y Of order n.

/e bear in mind the following requirements:

(1) The function S(x ly) should have at least as many parameters (i.e.

coefficients of polynomials) . as there are relations to be satisfied in order to

ensure continuity of derivatives to crder 1.

(2) Any excess of parameters over relations will enable boundary

conditions to be imposed, and/or smoothness conditions to be satisfied (i.e.

. minimization of certain second or higher derivatives, or of functions or

combinations of these).

(3) The order of the polynomial should not be too high, as this may

permit unwantedoscillations between the data points.

(4) S(x,y) should be of a uniform character, e.g. inde pendent of

azimuth or choice of co-ordinates axes as far as possible - , and using the same

order of polynomial for each P.
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Most attention to date has been given to bicubic polynomials - i.e.

polynomials of the form

P. (x,y) = k xy< (j k) < 3^(3)j
These reduce to cubic Tolynomials'along lines parallel to the

.x or y. axis, but in general are 6th order polynomials- in a variable- u -along

a direction oblique to these axes. Thus. there is an inherent difference .

between -directions . parallel to the co-ordinate axes and other directions. •

We considerhere - two-dimensional ;polynomials of order n, 'i.e. of form

(i6) but with 0^j + Icn without other restriction (which have •(n+1) (n+2)/2
'

parameters each), and two dimensional polynomials of order n restricted to

polynomials of order ra.cn along the sides of all triangles. This restriction

reduces the number of free parameters N in each triangle by 3(n-m) so that

N = 1/2 (n+1) (n+2) - 3(n-m)^ (4)

We also consider polynomials satisfying V S 0 inside each triangle;

these must have n = 4 with the additional restriction

C74 P. (x,y)^24a40 + 8a22 + 24a64 = 0

For these, N = 14.

Homogeneous co-ordinates

It is convenient to use homogeneous triangular co-ordinates z
1' 

z
2' 

z3 ,

-defined as the perpendicular distances of a point from the three edges of a triangle

(fig. - 1).

Let the triangle A1A2A3 (fig. 1)be numbered sequentially in a

clockwise sense, with edges of length pi opposite vertex A. Let qi be the

lengthoftheperpendicularfromk.totheolppositeedge,andoc.be the internal

angle at A. 2 taken as positive. Let R be the point (z^z2' z3). Any two of

these arc sufficient to specify '2; tliey satisfy

3

i = 

1 z1/q1 = 1^ (5)
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Let the edge Ai A j of the triangle mc .. ke an an.3lc· e
k

, \'1here 

k = 6-(i+j), clockdse from the y axis. Then the triangular co-ordinates 

of a point (x, y) are derived from 

(6) 

Vlhere xi' Yi are tile co-ordipztes of the vertex Ai.~ is positive for points 

inside the triangle if A. A. is in a .clock\'Iise direction. 
l. J 

We assur.1e tha.t the triangle is not degenerate, i.e. no two sides 

are collinear or coincident. 

< m k The polynomial ~ a mlc ~ y 

a homogeneous form: 

······i 
l+m+k = n 

'c' zl 
Imk 1 

m k z· z 
2 ·.3 

There are the some number of co~fficients c
lmk 

as there nere 

a
mk 

in the original polynomial. 'l'he order of the polynomial willrelllain 

the sane for any such tr~lsformation. 

i'his symmetrical form has the advantace that t::e polynomial can be 

evaluated at any vertex (zi = 'S.' Zj = zk = 0), or al,ong any side of the 

triangle(z. = 0). Also the condition that a point lies ir!.side tile tri2J1gle 
l. 

is simply z. > 0, i = 1, 2, 3. 
l. 

NoVi iet Bi be a point in the side Aj Ak OPlJOsite vertex Ai 

(see fig. 2, where i = 3) ,and let u. be the dista.nce A. B. \'!here j = i mod 3 + 1. 
l. J l. 

B. vIe have z. = 0, and hence 
l. l. 

= u. sin 0( • 
l. J 

p .• 
l. 

(8) 

~ 

Then for 

• 
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.. By these transformations, C "G" p.: (Zt' z2,z..)lz eal) 
..-: 3 , =0 

be expressed in the form 

Q (u
3

, v
3

) s: 1 m (9) = b1m u3 v 
m+l = n 3 

.... :~ . 

where 
\'; 

. ,'-

b -lm- elmO (cosec ~)l (cosec c;( . )m 
1 

(10) 

with similar expressions for the polynomials along the other sides 

of the triangle. 

~UJ\'l'IONS . FOR Nll.'.i'CHUJG D:8RIV AT I V:?S 
II 

Zero 'Order 

For ea.ch triangle, three equations are derived from (1), e.g. ' 

n 
P(q1 t 0,0) = ciI'JO q1 = gi 

and hence 

)t,09 = gf/q1
n 

(11) 

with simil~ expressions for c~, cOO~ 

For continuity across the common edse of trIO triangles, 

two polynooials Q, Q' ·of the form (9) must be equuted for all u = v',, · v = u' 

along the edge (fig. 2). This involves m + 1 coefficients, but two relations. 

exist between them by virtue of' (11) at the end points; hence m - 1 additional 

equations are introduced for each cor.-uilon edge (rIhere (;1 is the degree of the 

edge polynomials: m~n). 

First Order 

The gradient at vertex V. can be represented by t':locomponents 
J 

G. =dS/dx, G . . = dS/dy, v,hich a:rc tal<en as unlmorm~ 
JX JY · ' " 

at V., there is an equa.tion of the form. 
J 

:' §S1./ 
cl.u, _ 

c:::\l=:- O""Ot 'P. 

= G . . cos ... ~ 
JX 

+ G, sin e 
JY 

For each edge meeting 

• 

For continuity, G. and G. must have the same values for all 
JX JY . , 

edges ne:::tinc; at Vj • Since each edGe joins 2 vertices; there Vlill be ZC such 

i: ." .-
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equations. Elimination of the 2V unknown quantities (G 1 G:
. iX^iY

results in 2(E-V) relations between the coefficients of the polynomials

and hence of-fq

As Q = Q.', derivatives of all orders with respect to u (or v) are

also equal across common edges.. If z
3 and z' are the coordinates- 

. perpendicular to the edge (Fig. 2), then we need

dP = -dP f.
dz

3^az3^, (13)

Now LT,. I^can be expressed as a
dz34 z3=0

polynomial d_n_(u v) of order n-1. Thus n relations between the two sets of

coefficients are needed, but as the gradientshave already been matched

by (12) at the end points, n-2 new relations are required for each common edge.

.Thus for matching first derivatives, we have:

3T equations of type (11);

(m-1) Ea equations from = r t where E
4
 is the number c-^%2 

• ■ 7-._ internal edges;.,

2(E-V)^equations derived from (12)

(n-2)E equations derived from (13)a

The, total number is then

= 3T-2Va + (m+n-1)Ea

Second Order 

The second order derivatives or curvature is specified by three

^

narameters d
2S, d

2S,^d2S .^By .arguments similar, to those for the gradients,
^T17:7 TI-7^dxdy.

and noting that derivatives of the form d
2 P/dzdu are already equated across each

side, we need 2E - 31/ equations to match the second derivatives at the vertices,

= 1 ....,V)

IQ?,

(14)
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and n-3 equations across each internal edge This gives a total of

D = 3T-4V-V+(m+2n-2)E
2^a^a

(15)

TRIANGULATION OF A SET CF POINTS

One of - the main requirements is to select S(x,y) so_ that it has

. sufficient parameters to enable the required derivatives to be matched

at vertices and edges; thus it is important to know the numbers of triangles

and edgeS in a t•iahgulation of a set of -V points.

Any network of polygons enclosd in and covering a bounded

polygon in the plane satisfies Euler's equation for a "sphere with one

boundary" in the language of topology:

F+V = E+1.^ (16)

where F =^of polygons (non-overlapping)

V = pc. of vertices

E = no of - edges.

For a triangulated set of points, let the outer boundary form

a polygon with E
b 

sides and V ia .= Eb vertices. Then we have
i
 in addition

641^t,.0-1 
to (16),ireplacing F)elr. T (the number of triangles):

3T.= 2E-Eb = E+E = 2E
a

 -1-.^-(17)
a^-10

where the suffix a is used to denote interior edges or vertices; and from

(16) and (17) we can deduce further relations:

T = V+V -2^ (18) -
a

E = 2V+V
a
-3^ (19)

- From (18) and (19) it is clear that ,for.a given set of V points,

once the number V
b 

of points in the boundary has been determined, then

the total numbers of triangles and edgesare known.
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PAPAIETY2S AND EQUATIONS

The-numbers of parameters N determined from (4) for various•

polynomials are given in Table 1. Also listed are the numberspf eeuations

D
1
 and D

2 
required for matching from (14) and (15). These have been transformed...^.^.^ %

by -(16) .(17),.(18), and/Or (19) into a . form suitable for comparison with N .

The lOeSt order polynomial for which first derivatives can be

^

..^-
matched for any set Of points is.of order 3 with no reduction in order along

the sides. This.leaves V+Vb +1 degrees f- freedom which can be used for •

boundary or smoothing conditions, e.g. 7 boundary condition for each boundary
i•

edge, plus one relation at each vertex, plus one additional general relation,

or 2 boundary conditions for each edge, plus one relation for each internal

vertexlus one additional general relation.

For matching second derivatives the lowest order polynomial is n = 5,

m-= 5r-fills permits four boundary conditions. for each boundary . edge l plus. two

relations .ror every vertex, or some equivalent combination of relations.

Other polynomials, such as• n = 4, m = 2-for first derivatives and

n = 5, in . 4 for second derivatives, could be used for some but not all sets

of points, as they depend on the relative numbers of internal and boundary

points. These also have disadvantages with respect to the pimple third and

fifth Order polynomials as regards conditions (4) and (2) above.

It is ofinterest - however, that second derivatives could be

matched by a cubic polynomial if

. 2V 
a
 -V

b
 —7.< 0

i.e. V 177 2Va-7, or Yb^(2V-7)/3
,

This condition is satisfied by a Square• array os n2 points if ./.1.4g5.
•
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CUBIC POLYNO -iiIALS

It tas decided in the first place to study third-order

polynomials, matching first derivatives, such a surface should be satisfaCtor,r.

e.g. for representation of a seismic refractor for 2-,dimensional ray-tracing or

similar computations.. Vie show how to reduce the problem from 10T unknown

parameters t o 2V parameters and the same number of equations. •

We have three equations of type (11), Which give-c^c300' 030'

and c003 directlg in terms of g.; t .:Lua we'can reduce the number of unknown. ^ .^3

parameters from 10T to 7T.

From (9) we c-et for the gradient at a vertex in the direction
1

along an edge

Jar U. = 0

2
= P (3b03 (20)

b03 is related to c030 by (10); hence (12) expresses h 12

in terms of Gx , Gy , and known quantities. For any three edges E i(i = 1,2 1 3)

meetingatacommonvertex1/1.1etB.denote b12 or b21 
according as u = 0

or v = 0 at V. Then eliminating Gx
and G from thethree eqUations of type

(12) gives

B -3g/p ) sin (9' - 0) + (p2 2 B2-3g/p2) sin ( 
9 -

1^1^3 2^ 1^3

+(p3 B3-36,/p3) sin ( 02- 91 ) = 0
^

(21)

For practical - calculation, two edges most. nearly at right angles are

selected as reference lines, and an equation of form (21) is written for these

two edges together with each other edge in turn meeting at that vertex. We define

a vectOr . B of dimension 2V, Whese elements consist of the reference
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From such equations at all vertices, the coefficients b12

and b21 in equaiion (9) can be determined for every edge in terms of B

and the known -quantities p. , g and 0; thus we get 2E-2V equations of this nature.

The coefficients c^c^1 c^1 C120 , and c^for each012 1 021 1 102 201^120^210

triangle can then be determined by (10) in terms of B. As the data values and

gradients are matched at both ends of the edge for the polynomialsP and P i

in the triangles on either side of the edge, it follows that the edge

polynomials Q and'Q . are matched along the edge (fig.'2).

The transverse gradient at an edge is given by expressions such as:

.6° (caL '^0(^2dz5] z3,.7.1) ,7^201 c
- 210

cos
 1 -

3c.300 cos 2)z 1

+ (c111120 cosa1r-2c210 COecK2
)z

1 z2^(22) -

(c021 -c030 cos.oe 1 -c120 coScx2)z2
2

As the gradients are matched at the ends of each edge, (i.e, z 1

2
z = 0) the.yoefficiehts of z

1
2 
and z2

2 
are equal for P and' . :je write

,

Ba = b12 = b11 an
d B

b 
= b21 = b 112 .andC=c1vothen matching the coefficients

of z1 z2 and z i z e gives1 2 -

C sin clei sin aC + C
2^sin'ai

2Ba(c0t ,x1 + cotw ) +2Bb^2
(cotoc. + cot 0t 1 ). (23)2 •^ 1

As Ba and B can be expressed in terms of the vector B , the RHS of (23) can be

transformed to an expression involving elements of B as the only unknown

paramieters.Togetherwith.C.,i = 1, ...., T, we now have 2V+T unknown -oarameters,

with Ea relations between them, leaving 2Vb
 +Va +1 degrees of freedom.

r'
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Boundary conditions

The surplus degrees of freedom may be used to minimize the

curvature of S(x,y), i.e. i(N7
2
S)

2 
could be minimized, Wrier° the integral is

. taken over the area covered by the triangles. This involves use of Lagrangian

parameters or generalized inverses, and increases the size of the problem

substantially. This approach is discussed later.

• Another approach is to devise V +2V . +1 extra equations which
a b

would tend to rediace but not necessarily minimize the curvature; • .there

are-ithen exactly enOugh equations to doterine the required parameters.

Following Bris ,,of it is desirable to have VS = 0 along the

boundary of the polygon. As cr2P
i 

is a linear function in the homogeneous

co-ordinates (u , v) along any edge of a triangle, and hence along any bouhdary

edge of the polygon, we can achieve this by putting N7 21° = 0 at both ends of

each boundary edge; this gives 2V
b 

equations, leaving a further V
a
+1 to be found.

.^'4y
Now

V 2P = h z +h z +h
1 1 2 2 3-3 ( 24)

where

)hl = 6c 300+2c 120+2c 102-2c illcoV- c^c s1- 
4- 201 -(?- .^2-14c210cos°4-3 ^i

cos eg-1 -^cos 04:2-^ )h2 = 6c0301+2c2104-2c _ 2-01^O214c^2c111^Ltc120 cosce3 ) (25)

cos oc.^1O2 cos^ )^`.h3 = 6c003+2c201+2c021-1-1-c 4c012^°42-2c111 coso,_-1 

If the edge z
1 
= 0 is a boundary edge, then the boundary conditions are

h2 = h3 0
^

(26)
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It is possible that a boundary point is a vertex of only one 

triangle. In t'his case, putting v2p i = 0 at this vertex gives only one 

equ~tion instead of the two nor::1ally obtained foi' a boun~ary v~ri;ex. To 

compensate for this, it is proposed to equate for the 

" two edGes Vlhere they meet at this point i this means that the })rinci~:>al axes 

of curvature will bisect the anGles roriTled by these edges. 

All the coefficients e}:cept c
111 

can be expressed intcrms of £; 

hence either h2 :! 0 or h3 = 0 gives 'an . exprcssion fo,r c 111 in, ten1S of E,; 

we also get anaddi"tional relation bCt\-ICen elements of E.. The b01Uldary edGes 

give a total ~f Vb such relations, and reducc the numoer of unlmouns by Vb

Vie can express the remaining C. in terms of E. by the follm'!ing procedure. 
J. 

\'Ie arrange the triWlgles in sets (fig_ 3) defined inductively as 

follows: 
, .' 

Set 1 consis-()s of triangles ni th an edGe forr.>ine part of 

.. " the boundary polygon. 

For k> 1, Set Ie consists of trianGles v!hich do not belo?:g to 

(my Set m (m<k), but ~'!hich have a common edge with a triangle in Set k-1. 

Then C. for T. in Set 1 have been expressed in terras of 11 by (26). 
J. J. 

,., 
v. 

J 

for T j in Set k may be e~:pressecl in terms of C j I for SOr.1e T j' . in Set k-1 

and elements of !! by (,23). Thus by \'/orkinr; sequcntially throuGh sets, all C. 
J 

may ultirJately be expressed in terms of B. 

If Tl and Tm are both in Set k c:mcl have a common e(ge ,or if '1'1 

has r.'lore than one cor;1mon edgc ~'!i th triC:U1~les in Set k-1, (23) gives reb,tions 

. betncenC1 and Cm additional to those needed to express C1 c:mcl Cm in terr:1S of K" .. 
and th~sc Cc:U1 be converted to equ;:,tions beti'!een Clei,l(mts of B. 

" 

,
.-; . 

, . 



We now have 2V unknown parameters and V+V
b-1 equations; we need

_another V a-+1 to make a Square matrix.

The occurrence of Va suggests deriving an extra relation at each

internal vertex. There are three or more triangles meeting at each of these.

Values of V 2 P. for these triangles will be in general different at a given

vertex. It would be desirable to make the sum of squares of these values

a minimum, but a large number of parameters is involved and again Lagrangian

Multipliers or a similar technique would have to be used. On the princiele thay'

in 'minimizing a sum of squares of linear quantities )the first move is to

make their average equal to zero,. the approach adopted here is to equate the

average (or the sum, which comes to the same thing) of the values of C7 2.P.
.1 •

at each Internal vertex to zero.

We still need one equation. Somewhat arbitrarily, it was decided to

equatethesumofvalUes,of.V 213 .
1
 at all boundary vertices to zero. Since the

values for■boundary 'iangles (i.e. triangles of Set 1) are already zero,

this means the sum of the values for triangles.with just one vertex on the

boundary.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that a third degree polynomial is capable of

matching first derivatives, and that the Problem may be reduced to solVing

2,V equations for 2V parameters .. By similar procedures, a fifth degree

polynomial may be used for matching second derivatives; the number of

equations and parameters foe this case is 5V.

An alternative approach is to minimize the integrated least square

total curvature or differential curvature.. Also, different boundary conditions

2 .may be applied, e.g. d S/dz = 0 across bounery edes instead of (26).
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The method is ar,plicable where a smooth interpolant is required

which can be calculated readily at intermediate points. The function

S(x,y) could be used for 'drawing- contours but it has not yet been.

demonstrated whether it would have any advantage over other methods such as

that of Briggs (1974).
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TABLE 1 

Parameters and et -mations for matc:qing first and second .

order derivatives'

Np -^ N^D
1^ p^. 2

5

4

3

5

n m

^

II^•
^p ^•

2 2 6T

3 3 10

3 2 7

.4 4• 15

4 3 12

4 2 9

4 4P=00 4

5 5 21

5 4 18

5 3 15

6 6 28

6 5 25

6 4 22

6 3 19

0 72^+4 2 -1 -5 +10

5 +5^-3 6 3 -1 +6

3 +2 0 5 1 -4+9

1 -1^+3 4 -1 -7 +12

4 +3^+3 6 2 -3 +8

9 +11^-9 6 +2 +3

7 +8^-6 8 4 -1 +6

5 +5^-3 7 2 -4 +9

14 19 -17 12 10 +7 -2

12 16-14 -^11 8 +4 +1

10 13-11 10 6 +1 +4

8 10^-8 9 4 -2 +7

7

6

5T-2+1Ea^-1Va -3

5T-2+3%^2Vb+1Va+1^7T-V-44-3% 1 171; -2 -va+7

2



Figure Cations

Figure 1. Homogeneous triangular co-ordinates

Figure 2. Relations across the common boundary of

two adjacent triangles.

Figure 3. Ordering of triangles in sets to facilitate reduction

of equations for coefficients C.
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